Timing and duration of the initial pelvic stabilization after multiple trauma in patients from the German trauma registry: is there an influence on outcome?
There is an ongoing debate about the systemic burden of early definitive fracture stabilization in multiply injured patients. In patients with extremity fractures, the benefit of limited initial surgery has been examined. In this retrospective analysis, we assessed whether differences in outcome can be attributed to the degree of initial surgery in polytrauma patients with pelvic-ring fractures. Multiply injured patients of the German Trauma Registry (Injury Severity Score [ISS] > or =16) with pelvic-ring fractures in need of surgery were analyzed for independent effects of the duration and the timing of the initial surgical stabilization of the pelvis. We compared three subgroups according to duration (D) [short (S): <1 hour; intermediate (I): 1-3 hours; and long (L): >3 hours] and timing (T) [early (E): day 0; intermediate (I): days 1-3; and late (L): day >3]. In addition, a subgroup analysis dependent on injury severity was performed. Statistics included analysis of variance, post-hoc Tukey test, chi test, Student's t test, with significance at p < 0.05. Demographic data and injury severity were comparable between the groups. The duration of surgery was associated with a higher rate of liver failure (group D-S: 6%; D-I: 17%; D-L: 28%; p = 0.028). The timing of surgery was associated with a higher rate of renal failure (T-E: 17%; T-I: 3%; T-L: 5%; p = 0.021), multiorgan failure (T-E: 27%; T-I: 23%; T-L: 13%; p = 0.024) and mortality (T-E: 18%; T-I: 19%; T-L: 4%; p = 0.019). There was improved mortality, lower rates of multiorgan failure, and sepsis in patients with higher ISS for procedures less than 3 hours. In our retrospective analysis, both initial short as well as delayed surgery were associated with a lower rate of organ failure and mortality in multiply injured patients (ISS > or =16). This is especially supported for patients with high ISS.